BEST PRACTICE NO- 1
1. Name of the Best Practice - “Garden Club” Landscape Design Competition.
Kolhapur.
Outcomes of activity The main motto was to introduce the competitive nature among the students to present
their drawing in front of jury or client, in which will explore the creative horizon of the
budding interior designing students.
 Learning and creating something new is always an exciting part for students which
helped them perform the time limited tasks within the group working, they also got to
know how to interact& cope up with other team member’s professionals.
 Garden Club Landscape Design Competition is for creative & innovative ideas in
open space as well as, use of new materials, innovative ideas which helps to
enhance the internal & external beauty of the structure presenting in various
medium

The activity helps to groom the future of our students in various aspects.
2. Description of activity:
 Garden Club organized this competition for students.
 They announce the competition for Landscape design.
 College submits the student entry.
 After submitting the name they give the exact brief of the problem.
 Student workout the brief and then prepared the Design.
 Student execute the design on field.
3. Assessment of activity outcomes:
Outcome wise description of observation Outcome from the above activity was to helped students for how to consider little
things while designing the projects for competition.
 Outcome was also positive by the students which help them to realize how make an
attractive project manually.
 It helps students for nourishing the skillful creative work in a interior designing.
 It helped students how to analyze the requirement of the client and give them best
product.
Concept


Concept for participation in this competition was to students known about how think
on creative & innovative ideas in designs.
Improve the knowledge new concept.
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